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ABSTRACT
Taking tech to task means more than pointing out the problems and
injustices. My research will seek solutions and innovative ways to
create and reimagine technology that will better serve historically
disenfranchised communities. In addition to learning about how
technology has fallen short for those communities, I also want to
learn how such communities create and appropriate technology for
themselves. This requires engaging with equitable design practices.
I also want to incorporate Afrofuturism as a design probe into
the participatory design speculation that I aspire to facilitate in
order to bring out rich responses and visceral contributions from
participants.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social justice issues within technology are becoming increasingly
harmful to racialized and marginalized communities [5, 6]. Ad-
dressing such shortcomings requires an interdisciplinary approach
grounded in and centered on the voices and perspectives of the
communities affected. The field of human-computer interaction
(HCI) has recently seen an increase in scholarship that speaks to
critical race theory, intersectionality, and Afrofuturism [10, 14, 16–
18, 20]. I am interested in combining these theories with an analysis
that addresses the role communication technology plays today and
into the future within and against the Black community in an effort
to center our voices in the designing of tomorrow’s technology.
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2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
My research will explore how the Black community has appropri-
ated technologies in unique ways, as well as how Black people
envision both technological harms and future technologies. I want
to understand how this population appropriates current technolo-
gies for their needs, community building, information sharing, and
to outline current harms that technology proliferates, in the tradi-
tion of a number of emerging scholars and industry leaders have
already begun to do [1, 15]. The final stage of this work will turn
to technology design, with this population imagining the future
of technology, both the bad and the good, in service of preventing
future harms.

The Black community needs to be a bigger part of the conversa-
tion for the vision of technology’s future as the current discussion
reflects a monolith of thought and user [20]. The people affected
by the shortcomings of technology need to be the ones whose
voices are taken into consideration when correcting and creating
it. Putting the focus on Black people, in particular Black women,
when it comes to technology and social justice issues get to the
intersectional heart of where technology goes wrong and holds the
key to getting it right. By focusing on the voices of Black women,
a marginalized group within a marginalized group, we can shed
more light on oppressions and gain perspectives of liberation born
from experiences of multiple injustices. As the Combahee River
Collective so poignantly said, “If Black women were free, it would
mean that everyone else would have to be free, since our freedom
would necessitate the destruction of all systems of oppression.” [19].
As Black feminist scholars have noted, Black women exist inter-
sectionally with multiple layers of oppressive forces across their
identities simultaneously attempting to marginalize them [2, 3].
Dealing with sexism as well as racism alongside other possible
forms of denigration (homophobia, transphobia, socioeconomic
status ism, etc) place Black women in a distinct position to speak
to multiple and compounding injustices especially in the realm of
technology. How would they envision the future of technology?

3 WORK IN PROGRESS
During my time at seminary, I developed technowomanism as a
concept in an effort to direct the wisdom of Black women toward re-
sponding to the ethical dilemmas occurring for marginalized people
within Information and Computer Technologies (ICTs) [8]. Based on
the concept and liberation theology of womanism coined by Alice
Walker in 1983, technowomanism is an “an interdisciplinary wom-
anist theoretical approach to analyzing, understanding, and explain-
ing the intersectional nature of the human experience within and
outside of the digital space as well as in and around technology” and
a framework to analyze and assess social justice issues that occurred
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within technology [9]. I plan to use technowomanism alongside
concepts such as critical race theory, Afrofuturism, and speculative
design to synthesize best practices and techniques which bring to
center voices and perspectives that have been marginalized, and
thus guiding creators and consumers of technology away from
social failure and toward harmonious uplift.

One digital space that has thrived in giving voice to the Black
community is Twitter. The community of Black Twitter has become
an integral gathering space for the digital lives of many (mostly
Black) people. I have led a mixed-method research project exploring
Black Twitter. This research project aims to answer three things.
First, how is Black Twitter being used, and for what purposes?
Second, what are the ethical issues Black Twitter users are facing,
including from researchers of the space? Third, what is the relation-
ship between how racism is navigated digitally on Black Twitter
and how it was done physically in the past with artifacts such as
the Negro Motorist Green Book? This work is important because
mapping out and ascertaining the scope and range of how Black
Twitter functions can point to what Twitter is doing right to foster
such community as well as where the platform, as well as others,
can improve to further encourage communities like Black Twitter
[11–13]. The research project also builds on conversations around
research ethics with Twitter data and research in vulnerable and
marginalized communities [4, 7]. Finally, by building a bridge be-
tween physical artifacts of the past and digital spaces of today, we
can bring into relief what techniques persist, where new ground
has been uncovered, and discover what lessons from the past can
inform designs and offerings today and into the future [13].

4 EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS
The contributions of my research will lie in working with Black
people, in particular Black women, to discuss and discover how
future communication technologies and social media may further
continue to harm the community and imagine new ways that such
technology can support Black people. Synthesizing current techno-
logical impact with possible future designs with an interdisciplinary
technowomanist analysis would yield overall research that shares
with technology creators a blueprint for avoiding further harms and
goals to strive for in the future. Such guidelines for building tech-
nologies in the future can help technology companies and creators
avoid current pitfalls, recognize how best to involve the perspec-
tives and insights of the Black community within the design process,
as well as strive to design technologies that serve and empower the
Black community and subsequently everyone.

By participating in the GROUP 2022 Doctoral Consortium, I hope
to gain perspective of how best to engage my research questions. I
also anticipate discussions that will draw in rich potential avenues
for additional literature to supplement my research. Also, by engag-
ing with other scholars, I suspect I will be able to hone my research
design and lay a more clear path for pursuing my inquiries.
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